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Abstract

To safely encase and store spent fuel assemblies in its final geological stor-
age, accurate measurements of their heat output must be performed. To this
end, information about the geometry and sensor set-up of the calorimeter at
the interim storage facility CLAB was gathered. The data from the tempera-
ture sensors where compared to each other and an analytical expression was
proposed to fit the data. A methodology for calculating calibration curves
was formulated and its uncertainties were evaluated. Differences were found
between the fits of measurements from differing measurement campaigns. The
measurement campaigns resulted in calibration curves with notable offset from
each other. The computer code SERPENT2 was used to construct a 3d geom-
etry model of the calorimeter and the ratio of photons entering and escaping
the calorimeter wall was calculated for photon energies which dominate the
gamma spectrum from spent fuel assemblies of about 5 to 40 years cooling
time.
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1 Introduction

Nuclear power has been responsible for a sizeable part of Sweden’s electricity pro-
duction as far back as the 1980s [1]. Sweden has had 12 light water reactors used
for commercial energy production. By the time these reactors have been taken out
of service, approximately 12 000 tons of spent nuclear fuel will be in need of perma-
nent storage [2]. Preparations are being made to use the so called KBS-3 method
to store this spent fuel. The KBS-3 method aims to put several spent nuclear fuel
(SNF) assemblies in a cast iron canister, surrounded by a copper capsule [3]. Figure
1 shows a cross section of the KBS-3 capsule. After encapsulation, the capsule is
buried in bentonite clay in a 500 m deep cave, drilled into crystalline rock. However,
before the fuel assemblies can be safely encased in metal, their heat output must
be known to be at safe levels. The main cause for concerns regarding the residual
power of the SNF assemblies is that the properties of the bentonite clay surrounding
the copper canister changes if the canister heats up. An upper limit of 100 ◦C on
the canisters surface has been set to maintain the bentonite clay layer’s ability to
protect the canister from corrosion and movement of the bedrock [4]. It is therefore
essential to be able to measure the the residual power of SNF with as low uncertainty
as possible. The design goal is to keep the heat output uncertainty below ±2% [5]

At the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company’s (SKB) interim
storage facility CLAB, measurements of heat output from SNF are performed by
making use of a calorimeter. These measurements are performed under water in a
cooling pool, where the SNF is stored before final disposal. The time since the SNF
was taken out of their respective reactors, also called the cooling time, is between
5 and 40 years. There are several different ways to measure heat output using a
calorimeter. At CLAB, the temperature increase method is used [5]. This method
can be broken done into a couple of steps:

• The SNF if placed inside the waterfilled calorimeter

• Cold water is pumped into the calorimeter, cooling it to a couple of degrees ◦C
below that of the cooling pool.

• The cold water is stopped and the temperature increase is monitored while a
pump circulates the water in the calorimeter.

• After the temperature has increased a couple of degrees ◦C above that of the
cooling pool, the measurement is stopped.
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By performing this measurement procedure on an electric heater, constructed from
the frame of a boiling water reactor fuel assembly, the rate of temperature increase
of the water inside the calorimeter can be directly correlated to the heat output of
the heater. Several measurements with varied heater heat output can be used to
create a calibration curve which can be used in assessing the unknown heat outputs
of SNF. This project aimed to find an analysis procedure which accurately reflects
the behaviour of the calorimeter data, create a calibration curve from this procedure,
and asses the uncertainty in the measurement which are propagated through it.

Bentonite clay Copper capsule

Cast iron casing

Slot for SNF assembly

SNF assembly

Figure 1: Cross section of the KBS-13 capsule.

Some of the energy released in the form of gamma radiation may not be absorbed
in the water inside the calorimeter, leaving some of the SNF energy release unmea-
sured. For this reason, five dosimeters are installed at different distances from the
calorimeter at CLAB. To quantify the heat loss due to gamma radiation, Monte-Carlo
simulations were done using the SERPENT2 code [6].
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2 Method

The calorimeter at CLAB consists of two concentric pipes, with isolation in between.
The calibration heating element is placed in the inner pipe during the measurement,
where it is cooled down and subsequently left to increase the temperature of the
water inside. As the temperature increases, the readings from the temperature sen-
sors inside and outside the calorimeter are logged. This is repeated for heat outputs
between 50 W and 1000 W. A more detailed description of the calorimeter and the
measurement procedure can be found in subsetion 2.1 below. A 5 day long measure-
ment was used, in subsection 2.2, to conclude which combination of sensors inside
the calorimeter give an accurate measure of the inside temperature.

To reliably find the temperature gradient for each measurement, a model needs to
be fitted to the measured data. With a constant heat output from the SNF and a
heat leakage term which is assumed to be linearly dependent on the temperature
difference between the inside and outside of the calorimeter, a non-linear model was
derived in subsection 2.3, which aims to accurately describe the temperature increase
in the calorimeter. An iterative General Least Square (GLSQ) method was imple-
mented to fit the non.linear model. Temperature gradient in the calorimeter when
the temperature inside the calorimeter is equal to the temperature outside was used
to construct a calibration curve which can be used to determine the residual heat
output of SNF.More details of the fitting routine is found in subsection 2.4.

Part of the energy released from SNF comes in the form of gamma-rays. A con-
siderable amount of gamma-rays do not deposit their energy inside the calorimiter.
This is problematic since the SNF assemblies in permanent geological storage will
be surrounded by a cast iron canister and copper capsule and not water as is the
case in the calorimeter. The iron and copper will absorb more gamma-rays than
water, which leads to a heat output in these material which is not accounted for in
the calorimeter measurements. To estimate the heat escape of gamma-rays during
the calorimeter measurements, a virtual calorimeter was constructed in the particle
transport code SERPENT2. Subsection 2.5 gives details of how the virtual calorime-
ter was constructed, an attempt to define a virtual dosimeter and how to estimate
gamma-ray escape for different photon energies.
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2.1 Calorimeter

The calorimeter is approximately 5 m high and with a diameter of 0.45 m, see figure
2. Inside the outer tank there is a, 4.6 m high and 0.33 m wide, inner cylinder,
also called the measurement cylinder. The space between the outer tank and the
measurement cylinder is filled with polyurethane foam for isolation. 16 temperature
sensors are active during the measurements. Eight are placed inside the measurement
cylinder, one on the inside wall of the measurement cylinder, one on the outside
of the outer tank wall, two outside in the cooling pool and two each in the inlet
and outlet to the pump of the calorimeter. The exact proportions and material of
the calorimeter, was obtain through communications with SKB which are protected
under a non-disclosure agreement [7].

4.6 m

Pump

0.45 m

Temperature Sensors

Water

Foam Fuel Assembly

Stainless Steel

Figure 2: Simplified overview of the calorimeter structure.

The temperature increase method used at CLAB goes as follows.

• The SNF fuel assembly is placed inside the calorimeter and the lid is closed.

• To ensure that the calorimeter is full, water is pumped into the calorimeter
until water flows out of the outlet.
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• Deionised water is pumped into the calorimeter to cool it to between 1.5 ◦C
and 2 ◦C below the temperature of the cooling pool.

• The cooling is stopped and the circulation pump is started.

• The temperature is measured every 96 seconds as water circulates through the
calorimeter.

• After the temperature has increased 4 ◦C above the starting temperature, the
measurement is stopped.

To calibrate the temperature increase measurements, the same procedure is per-
formed with an electric heater set to a power output between 50 W and 1000 W.
The electric heater is started after the lid is closed and before the cooling of the
calorimeter. The different power outputs in the measurements gives rise to different
temperature gradients in each measurement. These gradients are taken as the mea-
sure of heat output inside the calorimeter and are used to form a calibration curve
which can be used to measure heat outputs from unknown fuel assemblies. While
measurements are performed, the calibration heater or the SNF assembly is held by
a 3 mm thick frame inside the measurement cylinder.

2.2 Temperature sensors

The temperature sensors of interest in this analysis are the eight sensors inside the
calorimeter and the two sensors outside in the cooling pool. A schematic showing
the approximate position of the eight inside sensors, as well as positions of of some
temperature sensors not used in this report, can be found in the appendix 1. The
exact locations of the temperature sensors are not known.

To test the readings from the different sensors, a five day long measurement, dated
to the 3rd of December 2014 with constant heat output of 350 W, was used.

∆T was calculated by,

∆T =

n∑
i=1

Twi

n
−

m∑
j=1

Toj

m
(1)

where Twi is the water temperature inside the calorimeter measured by sensor i out
of n and Toj is the water temperature outside the calorimeter measured by sensor j
ouct of m.
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2.3 Derivation of non-linear model

During the calibration of the calorimeter, one seeks to obtain a relation between the
electric heater’s power output, Ph, and the rate of increase of the water temperature,

dTw
dt

= f(Ph). (2)

In the ideal case, the derivative of Tw can be expressed with Ph and the sum of the
specific heat of each material, CM , in the calorimeter times the mass of each material,
M ,

dTw
dt

=
Ph

CMM
. (3)

However, the calorimeter is not perfectly isolated from its environment. A simple
model that compensates for this can be made by introducing a temperature depen-
dent leakage term, λ(Tw),

dTw
dt

=
Ph − λ(Tw)

CMM
. (4)

When the water temperature inside the calorimeter is equal to the water temperature
outside the calorimeter, λ(Tw) can be assumed to be close to zero according to
Fourier’s law of heat conduction. To minimize the effect λ(Tw) has on the calibration
and measurements, this special case will be important during later analysis. It
is convenient to fit and analyse the data by looking at the difference in recorded
temperature indside the calorimeter and the temperature recorded outside in the
cooling pool, ∆T . Since the focus of the analysis is around ∆T ≈ 0, the leakage term
λ(Tw) can be replaced by the linear term of its Taylor expansion. The expression
then becomes

d∆T

dt
=
Ph − λ∆T

CMM
. (5)

A differential equation of this form has a time dependent solution of the form

∆T (t) = a1 + a2(1− e−a3t). (6)

Where a1, a2 and a3 are constants. Instead of calculating these constants from the
CMM and λ, which are difficult to measure, equation 6 was used as a non-linear
model to fit the ∆T (t) data. The experimental data gives values for ∆T (t) at even
time intervals after the measurement starts.

In previous analysis of calorimeter data from CLAB, a 2nd order polynomial was
fit to the data. This report used both the non-linear model in equation 6 and a 2nd
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order polynomial to analyse the data [5]. A GLSQ fitting procedure was programmed
in MATLAB and used to fit the non-linear model [8]. A description of GLSQ can be
found in appendix 2. For clarity the non-linear model will be written as

∆Tnl = a1 + a2(1− e−a3t) (7)

and the 2nd order polynomial will be written as

∆Tpoly = c1 + c2t+ c3t
2. (8)

A direct comparison between these two models by Taylor expanding equation 7,

∆Tnl ≈ a1 + a2(1− (1 + a3t+
a2

3t
2

2
) =

= a1 − a2a3t−
a2a

2
3

2
t2.

(9)

2.4 Fitting routine

Each temperature sensor has an error limit of ±0.01 ◦C. The variance of ∆T can be
calculated by

V∆T = GTVTG
T
T (10)

where G is a vector of every partial derivative of the function, in this case

GT = [
d∆T

dTw1

· · · d∆T

dTo2
] (11)

and V is the covariance matrix, in this case

VT = 1 ∗ 0.012. (12)

1 is a n× n, identity matrix where n is the number of sensors used.

A linear model could be fitted to the measured data by

a = VaG
T
a V
−1

∆T∆T (13)

where a is the vector of fitted parameters in equation 7. However, the non-linear
model in equation 7 has derivatives which depend on a2 and a3. Therefore, an initial
guess for the values of a was made. The guess, a′, was used to calculate its covariance
matrix by inverting the relation in equation 10, but applied to equation 7

Va′ = (GT
a′V

−1
∆TGa′)

−1. (14)
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Va′ allow for an estimate of the difference between the guess and the measured values
to be made

(a− a′) = Va′G
T
a′V

−1
∆T (∆Tm −∆Ta′) (15)

where ∆Tm are the measured values and ∆Ta′ are the values obtained from the guess.
The difference (a − a′) was then added to the initial guess and the process was re-
peated until the fitted constants converged.

The calibration curve that is to be used for the SNF is obtained by calculating
d∆T
dt

at a predetermined ∆T . To reduce the effect of the heat leakage on the calibra-
tion curve, d∆T

dt
is calculated at the point in which the temperature difference inside

and outside the calorimeter is 0, ∆T (t0) = 0. t0 can be found by

a1 + a2(1− e−a3t0) = 0⇒

⇒ t0 =
ln(a2)− ln(a1 + a2)

a3

(16)

Plugging equation 16 into equation 6 and taking the time derivative gives

d∆T

dt
(t0) = a3(a1 + a2) (17)

The error on d∆T
dt

(t0) was calculated by

V d∆T
dt

= GT
d∆T
dt

VaG d∆T
dt

(18)

A straight line was fitted to the obtained values of d∆T
dt

(t0) to obtain the final cali-
bration curve. However, there is a 0.25% error on the power output, P , which the
heater was set to during the calibration. To account for all errors, a new model Z is
used,

Z =



P1
...

Pn

Y1
...

Yn


=



P1
...

Pn

b1P1 + b0
...

b1Pn + b0


(19)

where Yi are the calculated values of d∆T
dt

(t0) for each measurement and, b1 and b0

are an initial guess for a fit of the data. Just like in the previous fitting of each
measurement, a second iterative fit was used, calculating the partial derivatives and
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constructing the GZ vector for this new model, as well as constructing the covariance
matrix VZ using the errors on every calculated d∆T

dt
(t0) and power output Pi. The

same relations as in equations 14 and 15 was then applied to model Z and with b1

and b1 as fitting parameters until they converged.

2.5 SERPENT2 Simulations

SERPENT was initially developed as a simplified neutron transport code and spe-
cialised in lattice physics calculations [9]. Today, SERPENT2 is used in a wide
range of applications, including photon transport simulations. To measure the heat
output from a SNF assembly which escape the calorimeter in the form of gamma-
rays, five dosimeters are positioned at different distances outside of the calorimeter.
However, the lacking information of the response function of the used dosimeters
makes it unclear how to compare results obtained from particle transport codes with
the measurements done at CLAB. Instead of trying to define virtual detectors that
reflect the ones at CLAB, the focus was put on quantifying the gamma-rays which
enter and escape the calorimeter wall in a simplified, 3D SERPENT2 model.

The gamma energy spectrum emitted from SNF varies with the cooling time of
the assembly. Measurements using Non-Destructive Analysis (NDA) methods, sup-
plemented by theoretical calculations [6], have been done to determine the spectrum
emitted from assemblies with cooling times between 1 and 1000 years. From these
results it was determined that the nuclides that contributed the most to the gamma-
ray emission rate for assemblies measured at CLAB was 137Cs/137Ba, 134Cs and 154Eu.

This report focused on simulating individual photon energies, which can then be
weighted to match the source rate of fuel assemblies and calculate results for various
cooling times and detector responses.

2.5.1 Geometry

A spent nuclear fuel assembly can be seen as a matrix of fuel rods and tracks for
control rods. To model rods, SERPENT2 has a feature called ”pins”. Each pin
defines cylindrical layers of materials its own virtual world. A fuel rod has an inner
layer of fuel, usually enriched uranium oxide, with a protective zirconium alloy layer
surrounding it. In between the fuel and zirconium alloy is a thin layer of helium.
The exact dimensions of these layers depend on the fuel assembly, but the fuel layer
is around 1 cm in diameter. The next layer of these pins is either water, since the
fuel assembly is placed inside the water filled calorimeter, or stainless steel from the
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fuel assembly grid spacer. To account for this, a separate virtual world is created
which solely consists of water and stainless steel at the appropriate heights. This
virtual world is then used to fill the rest of the space in the pins. The control rod
guide tubes are constructed in by the same method, but the inner layer is filled with
water surrounded by a steel tube.

A pin’s cylindrical material has the radius the user specifies, but does not have
any upper or lower boundaries. This is because the pins purpose is to fill a volume
in another world which in turn has its own boundaries. Therefore, a new world
is defined which includes the material for the nozzles at an appropriate height and
the pin material in between. The space above and below the nozzles are filled with
water. The same is repeated for the control rods. Once these two worlds have been
defined, a lattice can be constructed creating the 17 × 17 fuel assembly used in the
final simulations.

With the virtual fuel assembly done, a stainless steel frame which holds the spent
fuel assembly was defined. The frames structure, part of which can be seen in figure
2, did not allow for easy one-to-one representation in SERPENT2. The density of its
material was therefor averaged with that of the water occupying its holes, allowing
it to be defined as a rectangle around the fuel assembly.

The thickness of the frame is a couple of mm. The fuel assembly is encased by
a thin stainless steel measurement tank, which in turn is encased by a thin stainless
steel outer tank. The space in between the two tanks is filled with an insulating
polyuretan foam. The rounded lid and bottom of the calorimeter was not repre-
sented in the virtual model. Images of the final model used can be seen in appendix
4. Exact measurements of the calorimeter was obtained through schematics provided
by SKB.

2.5.2 Virtual Dosimeters

Even though a direct comparison of a virtual dosimeter and the dosimeters at CLAB
was not possible due to lacking information, initial testing was done to find the
relevant simulation geometry that needs to be taken into consideration during sim-
ulations with virtual dosimeters.

The dosimeters used at CLAB have a semiconducting p-dipped silicon chip mm
of approximately 1 mm thickness. Simulating such a dosimeter proved too chal-
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lenging to complete. The first issue is that the virtual detectors in SERPENT2
calculate events using a so called collision estimate [6]. This method is ineffective if
the defined detector volume is optically thin with respect to the radiation one seeks
to detect. A thicker detector would therefore have to be defined which could then
be scaled down to represent the smaller detector. The run-time needed to obtain
high enough statistics also required further testing to get within a reasonable range.
Tests where carried out using a 1 cm thick slice of the fuel assembly as the source to
identify which parts of the fuel assembly would be relevant to consider once a virtual
dosimeter could be defined. Side by side, 1 cm tall virtual detectors where defined
along the outside of the outer tank to count photons reaching different heights of the
calorimeter.

2.5.3 Gamma-ray Escape Simulations

Several simulations where run to estimate the gamma-ray escape of different energies
which are emitted from the isotopes found in SNF. The source of the monoenergetic
simulated photons is the volume of the fuel rods with material defined as uranium
oxide. To directly estimate the ratio of gamma-ray escape a tally of the net current
of particles transported through the measurement cylinder wall and outer tank wall.
This allows for an accurate measure of the amount of simulated particles that escape
the calorimeter, the amount of particles that enter the calorimeter wall and the en-
ergy that is deposited in the calorimeter wall. During this simulation, every cell in
SERPENT2 which was defined to contain fuel was used as the source of the photons.

Two virtual detectors were defined at the wall of the measurement cylinder, one
counting the photon current which leave the cylinder, Cwo, and one which enter the
cylinder, Cwi. The current is normalized to the total amount of simulated source
photons. The difference between these two detectors gives the normalized current,
Cw = Cwo − Cwi, which can be used to calculate the fraction of energy which enters
the wall,

Ewall =

∫
Cw

E

Eγ
dE, (20)

where E is the energy range of detected photons and Eγ is the energy of the mo-
noenergetic source.

Similarly the ratio of energy which completely escapes the calorimeter, Eout, can
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be obtained by defining two detectors along the outer tank wall.

Eout =

∫
Co

E

Eγ
dE (21)

Where Co is the net current of photons obtained from the tallies counting the photon
current out of the outer tank wall, Coo, and into the outer tank wall, Coi.

3 Result

3.1 Sensors

Figure 3: Comparison of the temperatures obtained from the inside sensors.

The ratio between each inside sensor and the inside sensor labeled 1 can be seen
in figure 3. One can see that the first four sensors have small, random variation
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around the same value, which indicates that the averages of these sensors gives a
good measure of the temperature at their location in the calorimeter.

Sensors 1-4 were used to analyse the data. Sensors 5,6 and 8 differ from the other
sensors. This difference is most likely caused by them being placed lower along the
fuel assembly. As the calorimeter enters equilibrium with its surroundings, the tem-
perature gradient stabilizes inside the calorimeter. The reading from sensor 7 doesn’t
match the other sensors, indicating it may be faulty.

A comparison between the two outside sensors can be seen in figure 4. These sensors
coincide very well and were averaged over a measurement of the pool temperature.

Figure 4: Comparison of the obtained temperature from the outside sensors.

3.2 Calibration curves

This project focused on calibration measurements made in 2011, 2012, 2014 and
2017. The 2011 and 2012 measurement campaigns measured heat outputs varying
between 50 W and 300 W, while the 2014 and 2017 measurement campaign mea-
sured heat outputs between 100 W and 1000 W. The different ranges for the different
campaigns are due to the different fuel assembly types. The Power output of BWR
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assemblies lies in the 50 - 300 W range and of PWR assemblies lies in the 100 - 1000
W range for assemblies with cooling times between 5-20 years [5].

The length of the different measurements vary. Figure 5 shows ∆T from a single
measurement. The difference between each measured values of ∆T and the predic-
tion made by fitting equation 7 and 8 to the data is plotted in figure 6a. It appears
that the predicted model fails to account for every factor effecting the trend of the
data. However, the area of interest in the measurement is the rate of increase around
the point in which ∆T = 0. Data points far from this point can therefore be dis-
carded before making the fit. The difference between the shortened set of measured
values and the predicted fit can be seen in figure 6b.

Figure 5: Example of the temperature difference during one measurement with lines
indicating where it is shortened.
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(a) Full measurement. (b) Shortened measurement.

Figure 6: Difference between the predicted values from the fitted functions and the
measured values.

Figure 7 shows the mean square error, MSE, for each measurement against the heat
output.

MSE =

N∑
i

(∆Ti −∆Tai)
2

N − 1
(22)

where ∆Ta are the final fitted values of ∆T for each model, and N is the number
of measurement points. MSE increases as the power of the heater increases. To
account for this power dependence in a, a straight line was fitted to the MSE and
used as the error in VT in equation 10. The iterative fit was then run once more with
these errors.
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Figure 7: Mean Square Error of the fit on each measurement from the 2014 and 2017
measurement campaigns.

The weighted chi-squared test was used to verify that the data is consistent with a
population described by the errors obtained in figure 7 [5]. The test calculates

χ2
ν =

χ2

ν
(23)

where ν is the degrees of freedom of the fit and χ2 is calculated using the residuals
of the fit r and the covariance matrix of the fitted parameters Va, obtained from
equation 14 when the iterative fit has converged,

χ2 = rTVar (24)

The goodness of the fit can be estimated by how close χ2
ν is to 1. Figure 8 shows the

result of this statistical test on the fits performed in this project.
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Figure 8: χ2
ν calculated for the fit of each measurement

Once both models were fitted to each measurement, the behaviour of each measure-
ment was compared by looking at the a3 term in equation 7, obtained from the
iterative fit, as can be seen in figure 9a.

The same comparison can be made using the polynomial model by looking at

a3 ≈ −
2c3

c2

. (25)

This result can be seen in figure 9b. While the models show slight variation from
each other, the trends in the results are the same.
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(a) The constant a3 for each measurement.
(b) Comparison to figure 8, calculated for the
polynomial model.

Calibration curves calculated for the 2017 and 2014 data sets separately, of the form

d∆T

dt
= b1 ∗ P + b0, (26)

can be seen in figure 10 with the fitted values tabulated in table 1. The 2011 and 2012
data sets where kept out of the calculations, since their limited range may skew the
slope of the calibration curves and makes it difficult to detect potential differences
between them and the other data sets.

Table 1: Coefficients of the fitted line of the exponential model

Data b1 b0

2017 5.5976(29)×10−7 5.057(8)×10−5

2014 5.6187(14)×10−7 5.321(4)×10−5
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Figure 10: Resulting calibration curves for the exponential model.

The covariance matrix of b1 and b0, which was obtained as part of VZ in the second
iterative fit, for the non linear model was calculated to be

Vbnlm =

(
2.21 ∗ 10−20 −4.31 ∗ 10−18

−4.31 ∗ 10−18 1.48 ∗ 10−15

)
(27)

The coefficients resulting from the polynomial model in equation 8 are tabulated in
table 2.

Table 2: Coefficients of the fitted line of the 2nd degree polynomial model.

Data b1 b0

2017 5.5569(29)×10−7 5.100(8)×10−5

2014 5.6262(15)×10−7 5.3187(4)×10−5

The covariance matrix of b1 and b0 for the non linear model was calculated to be

Vbpoly =

(
2.18 ∗ 10−20 −4.38 ∗ 10−18

−4.38 ∗ 10−18 1.54 ∗ 10−15

)
(28)
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3.3 SERPENT2 Simulations

The initial testing with virtual dosimeters intended to examine what regions of the
fuel assembly can be expected to make a significant contribution to the dosimeter
measurements. Figure 11 shows the virtual detector response outside of the outer
tank for 365 separate, 1 cm high, virtual detectors covering the height of the fuel
assembly and shaped like rings around the calorimeter to cover every angle. The
source used was a 1 cm high slice of the same width as the fuel assembly with a
photom energy of 661 keV. Most of the detectors which detects events are within a
1.5 m distance. This suggests that less than half of the fuel assembly may need to
be considered when simulating a single detector of the size comparable to the 1 cm
detectors used here.

Figure 11: Normalized current through virtual detectors from a 1 cm thin source, as
wide as the SNF assembly.

Figure 12a shows an energy spectrum of the current of photons, from a 661 keV
source, traveling out of the calorimeter wall and the current of photons traveling
into the calorimeter. The current is normalized to the source rate. The inward
current consists of scattered photon which previously traveled into the calorimeter
wall. The outgoing current spectrum consists of photons which have yet to lose
any energy seen in the peak to the right, the Compton plateau in the middle with
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varying photon energies depending on scattering angle, and some peaks caused by
characteristic x-rays emitted from excited material. The inward current spectrum
consists of the backscatter peak seen around 0.2 MeV and a decreasing number of
photon of higher energies. This decrease is explained by the narrow scattering angle
of photons which retain most of their energy. Figure 12b shows the normalised
currents through the outer tank wall.

(a) Measurement cylinder wall (b) Outer tank wall.

Figure 12: Energy spectrum of photon current through the respective walls of the
calorimeter. Photons exiting is represented in blue and photons entering is repre-
sented in red.

Table 3 gives the resulting fraction of energy deposited outside the calorimeter and
the total energy of all simulated photons, as well as the ratio of energy deposited in
the calorimeter wall with respect to the total energy.
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Table 3: Ratio of total photon energy entering and escaping the calorimeter wall

Nuclei Energy (keV) Ewall Eout
137Cs 661 0.0895 0.0653

134Cs

604 0.0791 0.0568
796 0.1125 0.0844
569 0.0723 0.0513
802 0.1135 0.0853
563 0.0712 0.0504

154Eu

123 5.19×10−4 9.26×10−5

1274 0.3422 0.2721
723 0.1097 0.0812
1005 0.2182 0.1689
873 0.1645 0.1251

The relative uncertainty in counting statistics, ux/x, is 1/
√
N [8], where N is the

number of counted particles. For the energy spectrum in figures 12a and 12b however,
the contribution from lower energy photons have a higher statistical uncertainty.
As the number of counted events increases, the uncertainty decreases. Since it is
difficult weighting the decrease of uncertainty caused by lower energy photons, an
upper bound for the uncertainty of the total energy ratio can be obtained by only
accounting for the events in the full energy peak

ux
x

=
1

(1− NL

N
)
√
N

(29)

where NL is the number of counted photons with a lower energy than the full energy
peak. This relative uncertainty was found to be negligible for the results in table 3.

In a previous report [4], the gamma-ray escape heat during SNF measurements
at CLAB was calculated to be between 2% and 3% of the total measured heat.
G.Zerovnik et al. calculations give two reactions as the source of 60% of heat rate
from spent UO2 fuel with cooling times between 10 and 50 years [6]. These reactions
are Sr-90/Y-90 which releases an average of 1222.7 keV per decay from electrons [7],
and Cs-137/Ba-137 which releases an average of 565 keV per decay in the form of
gamma-rays and 245 keV per decay in electrons. The simulation results gave that
8.95% of Cs-137 photons enter the calorimeter wall and 6.53% of the photons escape
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completely. This gives us a maximum heat escape of

0.0895 ∗ 565

1222.7 + 245 + 565
= 0.0249 (30)

and a minimum heat escape of

0.0653 ∗ 565

1222.7 + 245 + 565
= 0.0182 (31)

However, this analysis only covers the reactions given as the source for around 60% of
the emitted heat. For further analysis, contributions from Cs-134, Am-241, Pu-238
and Cm-244 must be factored in. The importance of these reactions vary over the
span of cooling times stated above.

4 Discussion

The difference in the resulting calibration curves for the exponential model in equa-
tion 7 and the second degree polynomial is not significant enough to determine which
curve would be preferable to use. The reason for this is that the fit is less sensitive to
which model is chosen when it is limited to data in the region of interest. However,
the exponential model fitted to the data allows for further insight into the inherent
differences between each measurement campaign. The cause of the difference in the
a3 term in the 2017 data, seen in figure 9a, can not be entirely identified through
looking at the temperature sensor data. More information about the potential differ-
ences in the measurement procedure is needed. Along with this, a new model which
properly represents the behaviour of longer measurements would give an estimate of
which parameters the resulting calibration curve is sensitive to.

The final calibration curves, shown in figure 10, have a slight difference in slope
and a clear difference in offset. Using either of these curves to analyse a blind test
of the calibration heater would produce a different result. For instance, using a
measurement with a temperature increase of 3.366 ∗ 10−4 C◦/s, with a negligible
error, results in a power output of 510.97(30) W from the 2017 calibration curve and
504.35(14) W from the 2014 calibration curve. This suggests that the largest error
is a systematic error in the procedure of the different measurement campaigns.

Properly assessing the impact of the systematic error when creating the different
calibration curves on future measurements of SNF assemblies with unknown heat
outputs is not possible using only the 2017 and 2014 measurement campaigns. More
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measurements spanning the full range of heat outputs is required to draw a con-
clusion on the magnitude of the systematic error. If one would assume that future
calibration measurements fall somewhere in between those made in 2017 and 2014,
then one would conclude that the heat output measurement uncertainty would stay
below the ±2% limit which was set as a design goal. However, if future calibra-
tion measurements differ from the 2017 measurement campaign as much as the 2014
campaign, but in the opposite direction, the span of calibration measurements would
exceed that needed to guarantee an uncertainty below ±2%.

The result from the particle transport simulation yielded a number or energy frac-
tions for energy entering the calorimeter wall and energy escaping the calorimeter
completely. Together with a gamma spectrum from a SNF assembly, these fractions
can be used to estimate the heat loss due to gamma radiation in each calorimeter
measurement. An example of how this can be done was seen in eq. 30 and 31, where
the heat loss of 60% of the heat rate from SNF between 10 and 50 years cooling time
was estimated to be between 1.82% and 2.49%.

5 Conclusions

It can be seen in figure 9a that the results from the 2011, 2012 and 2014 campaigns
are close to each other, with a dependence on the heat output of the measurement.
However, the behaviour of the 2017 campaign can be seen to differ from the other
campaigns.

The two calibration curves obtained from the 2017 and 2014 sets of data have a
slight offset from each other, creating a considerable discrepancy between results
obtained using them.

With a gamma-ray spectrum from a specific SNF assembly, the heat escape in the
calorimeter measurement due to gamma-rays can be estimated using the simulated
energy escape fractions calculated using SERPENT2. This estimate needs to be com-
pared to results obtained from detectors at CLAB before their value can be properly
assessed.
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6 Recommendations

The result of this report can give an indication of what can be done to further im-
prove the analysis procedure of heat output data from CLAB. This section highlights
some recommendations of what to focus on in further studies into the subject.

Refine the procedure of the calorimeter measurement to decrease the risk of vari-
ations between different measurement campaigns. Define a model which fully rep-
resents the behaviour of the temperature measurement and use it to investigate the
sensitive parameters of the calorimeter measurements.

Measure the response function from the dosimeters used at CLAB and define a
virtual detector that can be directly compared to experiments. Calculate how much
of the energy deposited in the calorimeter wall which contributes to the heating of
the water inside the calorimeter.

7 Summary

The temperature sensor readings during calibration measurements where compared
and a set of sensors without errors or offsets where chosen for the analysis. A ex-
ponential model and a polynomial model was used to fit the data and calculate
calibration curves. A clear offset was seen when calculating calibration curves using
data from different measurement campaigns.

Lacking information of the dosimeters used at CLAB made it impossible for a di-
rect comparison between measurements and particle transport simulation. Instead
a 3D calorimeter model was used to simulate the fraction of photons escaping the
calorimeter for photon energies of interest which can be used together with the
gamma spectrum of SNF to estimate heat loss due to gamma rays in the calorimeter
measurements.
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Appendix 1

temperature sensor position
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Sensor 7

Inside Mantle
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Outside Mantle
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Sensor 4

Figure 13: Schematic of temperature sensor position. Information about the exact
position of the sensors was not available.
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Appendix 2

General Least Square Fitting (GLS)

Starting with a set of data Yexp with uncertainty uY , a linear model, Z(a1, ...an) can
be fitted using Least Square fitting. The covariance matrix for parameters a1...an,
Va, can be calculated by

Va = (GT
a V
−1
Y Ga)

−1 (32)

where

Vy =

uY 1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . uY n

 (33)

and

Ga =


δZ
δa1
...
δZ
δan

 (34)

Va can then be used to calculate the parameter vector a = (a1, ..., an),

a = VaG
T
a V
−1
Y Yexp (35)

For a non-linear model, an initial guess a′ can be made which allows for the param-
eters to be fitted by iteration. The guess is used for an initial calculation of Ga′ and
Va′ . The difference between a′ and the fitted parameters a can then be taken by

(a− a′) = Va′G
T
a′V

−1
Y (Yexp − Z(a′)) (36)

The initial guess can then be modified and the process repeated until each iteration
results in a negligible change in the parameters.

General least square fitting is required when the model describing the data include
values with their own uncertainties. These values can be denoted Xexp with the
incertainties uX . The new model

Zexp =



X1
...
Xn

Y1
...
Yn


(37)
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with the covariance matrix

Vz =



uX1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . uXn
uY 1 . . . 0

...
. . .

...
0 . . . uY n


(38)

can be used with the previous equations to fit parameters of linear and non-linear
models to data.
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Appendix 3

SERPENT2 Geometry

Figure 14: SERPENT2 model as seen from above
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Figure 15: SERPENT2 model as seen from the side
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